
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to Wednesday 24th March 2021 

Year 5 Home Learning 
 
 

Task 1 – Reading Plus – 30 minutes 

 

Task 2 - Literacy – You have some direct speech games to play on Classroom 

Secrets, so I that can check that you fully understand how 

to accurately use speech! 

 

THEN 

Look at my example of a dialogue between the Highwayman, 

Bess and Tim. Some of my speech punctuation is missing… 

Can you rewrite the dialogue using the correct punctuation 

and improve by exchanging the word ‘said’ for an alternative 

verb. There is a word bank to help you… 

 



 

 Bess, my beloved, said the Highwayman. 

“Sssshhh,” said Bess, “I think someone might be here,” The 

rustling in the stable yard continued, and the Highwayman 

got his rapier out ready. Who goes there? said the 

Highwayman quietly. But there was no answer. All of a 

sudden, there was a wail in pain, “Owww!” In front of 

Bess and the Highwayman stood Tim the ostler. What are 

you doing here said Bess. 

“I’m sorting out the horses! Bess you cannot be with this 

awful being, he is not the man for you! said Tim. After 

hearing this, the Highwayman, held the point of the rapier 

under Tim’s chin, “Excuse me, what did you say I tell you 

boy, if you say anything against me, I will use this weapon 

to hurt you. 

        Verbs to replace ‘said’ wordbank 

    whispered                  exclaimed  

                  hissed 

                              asked 

             questioned 

                                 

 

Take a brain break and do some Harry Potter Yoga! 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=cosmic+yoga+harry+potter&docid=60801

4623722180292&mid=C697946E2C832CB6FAD3C697946E2C832CB6FAD3&vie

w=detail&FORM=VIRE 
 
 

Task 3 - TT Rockstars – Can you beat Mrs Taylor on the Rock 

Slam? 

 

Task 4 - Maths – dividing a 3 digit number by a 1 digit number  
https://vimeo.com/492054040 
 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=cosmic+yoga+harry+potter&docid=608014623722180292&mid=C697946E2C832CB6FAD3C697946E2C832CB6FAD3&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=cosmic+yoga+harry+potter&docid=608014623722180292&mid=C697946E2C832CB6FAD3C697946E2C832CB6FAD3&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=cosmic+yoga+harry+potter&docid=608014623722180292&mid=C697946E2C832CB6FAD3C697946E2C832CB6FAD3&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://vimeo.com/492054040


Have a go at completing the White Rose task. If you cannot print them off, do 

not worry, just copy out the number sentence onto a sheet of paper and have a 

go at working out the answer. Remember to use pictures of counters to help you! 
 

 

 



 



 

Lunchtime! 

 

 

 

 

1:15pm – Class Zoom  

 

 

Task 5 - RE – The Easter Story 

 

Challenge 1 - Create a storyboard of the Easter story. 

(It is on Purple Mash) 

 

Challenge 2 – Forgiveness 

Watch this clip –  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/assemblies-

ks1-ks2-forgiveness-story-of-easter-jesus/z62w96f 

 

Note down the different reasons why Judas betrayed Jesus. How did Judas 

feel?  

See you soon Year 5!!  

 

I can’t wait to see all your brilliant work… Mrs Taylor 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/assemblies-ks1-ks2-forgiveness-story-of-easter-jesus/z62w96f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/assemblies-ks1-ks2-forgiveness-story-of-easter-jesus/z62w96f

